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Abstract. During a search task, a user’s search intention is possible inaccurate. 
Even with clear information need, it is probable that the search query cannot 
precisely describe the user’s need. And besides, the user is utterly impossible 
browse all the returned results. Thus, a selected and valuable returned search 
list is quite important for a search system. Actually, there are lots of reliable and 
highly relevant personal documents existing in a user’s personal computer. 
Based on the desktop documents, it is relevantly easy to understand the user’s 
current knowledge level about the present search subject, which is useful to 
predict a user’s need. An approach was proposed to exploit the potential of 
desktop context to refine the search returned list. Firstly, to attain a comprehen-
sive long-term user model, the operational history and a series of time-related 
information were analyzed to achieve the attention degree that a user paid to a 
document. And the keywords and user tags were focused on to understand the 
content. Secondly, working scenario was regarded as the most valuable infor-
mation to construct a short-term user model, which directly suggested what ex-
actly a user was working on. Experiment results showed that desktop context 
could effectively help refine the search returned results, and only the effectively 
combination of the long-term user model and the short-term user model could 
offer more relevant items to satisfy the user. 
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1 Motivations 

In big data era, the increasing growth of various kinds of digital resources leads to the 
difficulty and inefficiency to find accurate information that user need. Considering the 
whole process of information retrieval, the reasons can be concluded into three de-
fects. Firstly, people do not know what they need, that is the search intention is un-
clear. Secondly, the search intention probably cannot be described accurately and 
adequately by the short search query. And thirdly, it is totally impossible to check 
numerous returned result pages.  

In order to satisfy the user need in a better way, an approach was proposed to  
exploit the desktop context information, and two user models were constructed. One 
is the long-term user model that is responsible for collecting all the data related  
to a user’s interest preference. This model is relatively reliable and comprehensive. 
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The other one is a short-term user model that is focusing on find out what exactly the 
user is working on. But this model is temporary and the data is relatively sparse. To 
achieve a better understanding of the user’ search need for a specific task, the short-
term model is not sufficient. The experiment results showed that combining the two 
models helps predict the user need and refine the search returned results. 

2 Related Works 

To overcome those inherent defects mentioned above, many research works contri-
buted to improve the performance of retrieval systems. Most works were based on 
collecting implicit feedback information to gather user personal information. For ex-
ample, Mouse dynamics were regarded relatively unique from person to person by 
Zheng [1], so they used the point-by-point angle-based metrics of mouse movements 
for user authentication. They proved that an ordinal regression model for user feed-
back could greatly improve the accuracy of a recommender system. And a user click-
ing on an item has been proven as implicit evidence that the user was interested on it 
[2,3,4]. Lee [5] even found that a user’s first search result click could provide valuble 
insight into this user’s subsequent interaction with the returned result list. Radinsky 
[6] used time-series models to represent the dynamics of search behavior over time 
and the results showed that it could effectively improve ranking and query sugges-
tions. These works, to some extent, improved search performance but did not solve 
the intrinsic problems like data sparsity and cold start. 

Lots of research works focused on other factors to improve personalized informa-
tion service. Social annotation [7] was explored by Lin as the expansion term re-
source, and used the term co-occurrence method to demonstrate that the expansion 
terms extracted from social annotation were better than those from feedback docu-
ments. Otsuka [8] used the seasonal and topical facets on the interfaces to provide 
appropriate terms in the systems of Community Question Answering. White [9]  
focused on all user’s search histories, not only one user’s. They analyzed a user’s 
current search task, and mined other users’ historical behavior who had performed 
similar tasks to leverage the current user’s on-task search behavior. Lu [10] built a 
probabilistic model to identify implicit local intent queries, and leverage user's physi-
cal location to improve Web search results for these queries. Considered different 
people usually have different perceptions about the same document, for each docu-
ment, Xu [11] got a personalized document profile for each individual user to better 
summarize his/her perception about this document, then constructed user profile as 
the sum of all of the user’s personalized document profiles to better characterize a 
user’s preferences. This method was proved effective to achieve better personalized 
ranking on the Social Web. Liu [12] proposed methods for analyzing and modeling 
user search behavior in search sessions, and generated prediction models of document 
usefulness from behavior data collected in a controlled lab experiment. And the doc-
uments predicted useful and not useful by the models were used to modify the queries 
in each search session. Their results showed that these models could lead to consis-
tently improved performance. 
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In a personalized system, one of the most difficult works is to understand a user’s 
need. Kotov [13] focused on cross-session search tasks, predicted if a user would 
return to the present task, and next time, identified queries from earlier sessions on the 
same task. By this method, a search engine could recommend queries to re-find  
helpful past results. Actually, there are lots of reliable and highly relevant personal 
documents precisely existing in a user’s personal computer, which are very useful to 
predict a user’s need. Indeed, lots of researchers had paid much attention on desktop 
information to raise the quality of information retrieval [6, 14] and personalization [6, 
15]. Work task and interaction context also have been proven effective to predict 
information need. Work tasks and search tasks play different roles when a user inte-
racted with an information system, and different work tasks would lead to different 
types of search tasks [16].  

However, these works still ignore lots of precious information on a user’s personal 
computer. 

3 Desktop Context Model 

Although there is plentiful precious personal information in a user’s computer, in a 
particular time, the user generally works on a specific task, such as writing an aca-
demic paper, searching some specific information, shopping online or exploring some 
news. Under this special consideration, the system model was separated into two main 
parts, as shown in following figure. 

 
Fig. 1. Desktop Context Model 

These two parts were dependent but connected. Nowadays, there are dramatically 
increasing volume of digital files in a user’s computer, such as various documents, 
images, and multimedia files. These files were regarded as the desktop documents in 
this paper. For one part, desktop context extracting helped analyze the user’s interest 
in the digital world, and helped establish a relatively complete profile of the user’s 
personal information space. For another part, work scenario extracting focused on 
understanding what exactly a user was working on. This was very useful to predict the 
user’s current need. Here the user’s long-term model and the short-term model were 
mutually supportive to assure the best information retrieval service. 
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3.1 Analyzing Document Information  

A user saved those desktop documents in his or her personal computer, so it is rea-
sonable to assume that these documents were quite valuable for this user. However, in 
the long run, these documents did not own the same importance. To understand a 
user, a traditional way was to analyze the documents’ content the user explored. Ac-
tually, there was some pretty important information hidden in the operational history, 
which, to some extent, reflected the real requirement degree for the document. There-
fore, two kinds of information were employed to find those documents that owned 
highly values, as shown in figure 2. 

 
Fig. 2. Desktop Context Extraction 

Extracting Document Operational History 
According to Fig 2, this subsection discussed two kinds of operational information: 
time line and hit history. 

 Time line  

Considering that a user’s interests might change over time, enlightened by Jaime 
Teevan’s works [15], the time sensitivity was introduced. Time line included a docu-
ment’s created time, last accessed time, latest modified time, and deleted time. With 
these raw data, time sensitivity could be achieved by following formula.     

  (1) 

where , and were parameters. , and  sepa-
rately represented the time sensitivity of a document being created, viewed and mod-
ified. Time information was processed by fuzzy linguistic [14].  

Besides, the deletion information was quite valuable. Once a document was de-
leted, it was sensible to believe that the user regarded this document as irrelevant or 
no longer useful. So the deletion time was also recorded here and it was denoted by

. But this record was only reserved for a period of time. Once the time exceeded 
a predefined threshold, then the document record would be deleted. Experiments 
showed that users rarely clicked those links that they had deleted. And excluding the 
corresponding item links from the returned results’ list could effectively improve the 
user experience.  

timesst

 mdftimeaccsstimecrttimedeltimesst  

   crttime accsstime mdftime

del
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 Hit history 

People own different behavioral habits like periodically cleanup disks or not. In a 
personal computer, there are various documents, fresh but useless or relatively old but 
frequently used. Thus, hit was introduced to record a document’s hit history. And then 
combined with the time sensitivity, the importance of a document could be achieved by 
formula (2). 

  (2) 

where A, B, C were constants that were achieved and adjusted in the experiments. 

Extracting Document Content  
The notion of relevance is the key of a personalized system. It is determined by the 
document content. We focused on user tags and keywords. User tags were generally 
marked by the authors, editors or peers. In our experiments, not all documents owned 
this kind of tags. And the keywords were extracted through full-text segmentation and 
preprocessing. In this paper, the document segmentation relied on the Institute of 
Computing Technology Chinese Lexical Analysis System1. The document weight 
was gained by TF-IDF, as shown in formula (3). 

  (3) 

where  represented the weight of word i; Ni,j was the occurrence number of 
the word i in document j; the denominator was the occurrence number of all words in 
document; N was the total number of documents in the corpus, and n was the number 
of documents where the word i appeared.  

Thus, the weight of word i could be achieved by formula (4). 

  (4) 

where and  were constants that were achieved and adjusted in experiments. 

3.2 Analyzing Work Scenario  

A user generally focuses on some particular task in a certain time. Consider an exam-
ple scenario: while a user concentrated on topic A, like writing a paper, there might be 
in a particular time, the user switched to another topic B that might be generating a 
list to listen to the music. We called this task switch as the task context switch. No 
matter what the task was, there was a corresponding short-term context in the person-
al computer. We regarded current opened documents in the same work scenario as a 

                                                           
1 http://www.nlp.org.cn/project/project.php?proj_id=6 
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work corpus, which would take more responsibilities than other documents in the 
personal computer to personalize information retrieval. Task identifying was not the 
research issue in this paper, so in our experiments, many work scenario were identi-
fied artificially. 

Working corpus included local documents and online Web pages. It was more than 
a kind of real-time desktop resources analysis. Three kinds of information were em-
ployed to build a short-term user model:  

1. Extracting the document content in the work corpus could display what kind of 
task the user was working on. 

2. Analyzing the corresponding exploring time for each document might show how 
valuable the document was. 

3. Several special actions, including print, collect, and save, implied that the user re-
garded these documents or pages as valuable.  

No matter explicit or implicit, all these information, to some extent, reflected a us-
er’s interest preference. They could be used to build the short-term model. 

4 Experimental Evaluation  

There were 23 participants joined our experiments, who were asked to search pdf 
format documents separately through Bing, Baidu and the experimental system. The 
Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG) [15] was introduced to measure the quality of 
the search engine result sets. DCG was a measure to evaluate the effectiveness of 
a search engine algorithm or related applications, which owned two assumptions:  

1. Highly relevant documents were more useful when appearing earlier in a search 
engine result list (have higher ranks).  

2. Highly relevant documents were more useful than marginally relevant documents, 
which are in turn more useful than irrelevant documents.  

The DCG was defined as formula (5). 

  (5) 

where  was the graded relevance of the result at position i. In order to deter-
mine whether a returned document was relevant to a user’s search intention, each 
participant was asked to give a gain value to each returned document: 2 (if highly 
relevant), 1 (if relevant), or 0 (if not relevant).  

For each query, DCG was cumulated for all ranks and offers us a simple method to 
measure the quality of a results set. However queries that had more relevant documents 
should have a higher DCG, so the DCG was normalized to a value between 0 (the worst 
possible DCG given the ratings) and 1 (the best possible DCG given the ratings).  
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The normalized DCG values could be averaged to measure the average performance of a 
search engine's ranking algorithm.  

To evaluate the potential of desktop context, we compared the top-10 search results 
between the experimental system and two general search engines, Bing and Baidu, for 
the query “Mercedes Benz” for user A, who majored in automotive engineering and 
there were lots of documents about design, manufacture and operation of vehicle in 
his personal computer. According to the short-term model achieved from work scena-
rio analysis, “car design” was taken into account. And the search results were filtered 
and re-ranked according to the long-term document model. The relevance of each 
result document was graded by the user, and the results are shown in following table. 

The results in above Table 1 clearly showed that the experimental system used the 
keywords gained from work scenario analysis as the expansion query could provide 
more relevant items for the user than the other two general search engines and the 
sequence of gain value for each returned documents in refined results lists showed 
that those documents with more relevance were ranked better than its original lists.  

Table 1. Comparison of top-10 search results between the experimental system and two general 
search engines 

 

 

To evaluate the performance of the system for the same query to different users 
with different background and information need, we randomly selected User B, who 
paid much attention to vehicle market information. According to the short-term model 
of User B, “market report” was taken into account when user B was searching. Com-
pare the best ranking results of “Mercedes Benz” for user A and user B. Baidu served 
as the meta-search engine. 
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Table 2. Best ranking results and experimental results for two users for the same query 

 

 
The best ranking of the results was the best possible ranking for a query a search 

engine could do for a user, and its normalized DCG was 1.00. The results showed that 
experimental refined list owned a pretty high normalized DCG, which meant the re-
fined ranking was closed to the best ranking results. Take all 23 participants into  
consideration, we compared the variation of the average normalized DCG in three 
situations, including searched only with long-term model, only with short-term model, 
and combined those two models. The results showed in figure 3. 

 

Fig. 3. Comparison of the average normalized DCG according to the participants’ number 

This figure showed that the short-term model served better for a specific search 
task than the long-term model. But in the long run, the long-term model showed more 
potential. These two models had their own merits and demerits. The combination of 
these two models could overcome the shortcomings of each models and support each 
other. The above figure displayed obvious advantage of this combination. The results 
also showed that with the increasing number of the participants, in all cases, the aver-
age value of the normalized DCG was gradually stabilized at a relatively high level, 
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which indicated the potential of desktop context information that did help predict a 
user’s current need and improve the personalized information retrieval. 

5 Conclusion 

This paper addressed the potential of desktop information, and proposed an approach 
to extract the desktop context to construct a relatively comprehensive personal infor-
mation space. With the support of the long-term user model achieved by local re-
sources extraction, we further concentrated on extracting the information of the work 
scenario that helped to understand what exactly a user need in a particular time. A 
series of experimental results reflected the potential of the desktop information that 
could improve traditional query expansion and effectively refine returned search re-
sults for the user. However, the present experiments were conducted in a limited field 
and we will continue to study to improve the information service in the future. 
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